
Isaiah 40:1-11 
 

Translation with Prosodic Annotations 
 

 The translation offered below is designed to enhance appreciation of the poetry and 
prosody of the underlying Hebrew text. The bulk of the notations provided relate to the 
operation of the general rule and the length rule.  
 
 Even if one possesses little or no knowledge of Hebrew, the translation may prove 
helpful in getting a sense of how ancient Hebrew poetry works. The device of attaching 
words in English translation, with an indication of one dominant accent, serves to point to 
underlying prosodic units in the Hebrew. Minimal use of capitalization and the lack of 
punctuation are intentional. Capitalization serves to mark the onset of a macrounit of 
prosody, referred to as a “stanza” in the text model I take Isa 40:1-11 to instantiate. 
 
 Sometimes I have chosen to place the accent in an unexpected place so as to mimic 
some prosodic feature of the underlying text. The mimicking is not always in terms of a 
one-to-one correspondence. The goal has been to furnish a global approximation of the 
poetry and prosody of the Hebrew text, even if the results are necessarily piecemeal. The 
rich texture of the original simply cannot be mapped onto a translation in another 
language except in fits and starts. I wish to thank David Curzon for going over a draft of 
the translation, and for helping me to avoid unnecessary archaisms and awkward 
expressions. I sometimes retain, in imitation of the Hebrew, examples of chiasm, 
inversion, and ellipsis which perforce result in a less idiomatic rendering. 
 
 It is not possible, of course, to reproduce every case of two stresses in a row in the 
original or to suppress every case of two stresses in a row in translation without analogy 
in the original. Nevertheless, some attempt has been made to mimic the overall frequency 
of stress clash in the Hebrew text. The reproduction of metrical feet in translation is an 
equally daunting task. Some attempt has been made to represent shorter feet in Hebrew 
with shorter feet in English, and longer with longer, but no attempt has been made to 
avoid dactyls and first class paeons, though of course they are non-existent in Hebrew. 
 
 

Symbols (see www.ancienthebrewpoetry.typepad.com for a full explanation) 
__ 

    A strophe made up of three lines 
    1:(1:1) in structure; the strophe 
     concludes a strophe;  a stanza;  a section 

 
2:(2:2)    A line consisting of three versets, each of which contains  
     two stress units, the last two of which form a pair 
22/50/120 10/5/2  A poetic composition made up of 22 lines, 50 versets, and 120 
     stress units, with a total of 10 strophes, 5 stanzas, and 2 sections 
 

http://www.ancienthebrewpoetry.typepad.com/


Isaiah 40:1-11 
 
1  Give_cómfort, give_cómfort, my_péople   yóur_God sáys      3:2 
2  spéak to_the_héart of_Jerúsalem     cry_óut to_hér       3:2

  that_her_sérvitude is_óver      her_iníquity atóned     2:2 
  she_recéived from_Yáhweh’s hánd    dóuble for_áll her_síns     3:3 
                       4/8/20 
 

3  The_vóice of_one_crýing:  in_the_ránge_land prepáre  the_wáy of_Yáhweh  2:(2:2) 
  make_stráight in_the_wíld      a_híghway for_our_Gód     2:2

4  ev’ry_ravíne will_be_ráised      ev’ry_móunt and_híll made_lów   2:3 
  the_steep_slópe máde a_pláin     rough_rídges, a_vále     3:2 
5  and_Yáhweh’s glóry will_appéar   all_flésh as_óne will_sée_it    Yáhweh’s móuth has_spóken (3:3):3 
                      5/12/29 
 

6  The_vóice of_one_sáying: cry_óut    Í_said: what_shall_I_crý     3:2 
  áll_flésh is_gráss        all_its_spléndor like_a_fíeld’s blóom  2:3

7  the_gráss is_séar        the_blóom gone_pále     2:2 
  for_Yáhweh’s bréath       bléw upón_it       2:2 
                       4/8/18 

8  The_péople to_be_súre are_gráss  the_gráss is_séar  the_blóom gone_pále    3:(2:2) 
  but_the_wórd of_our_Gód      stánds foréver      2:2
 

9  gét yourself_úp  a_lófty móunt     o_héraldess to_Zíon      (2:2):2 
  líft your_vóice with_pówer      o_héraldess to_Jerúsalem    3:2 
  líft_it, dón’t be_afráid  sáy to_the_tówns of_Júdah  yóur_God is_néar     (3:3):2 
                     5/13/30 
 

10  My_Lórd Yáhweh is_néar as_a_héro he_cómes his árm rúles on_his_behálf     (3:2):3 
  his_rewárd is_wíth_him       his_príze befóre_him     3:2

11  like_a_shépherd he_féeds his_flóck    with_his_árm he_gáthers the_lámbs  3:3 
  he_cárries_them in_his_bósom     he_escórts the_mother_éwes    2:2 
                       4/9/23 
                           22/50/120   10/5/2 
 

Addendum 
22 Line Poems and 22 Line Subunits of Poems of 34 plus Lines: A First List 

 

Identified by other scholars: Prov 2:1-22; Pss 33, 34, 38, 66, 72, 103; Job 10, 14, 27; Lam 5. Identified by 
the present writer: Isa 1:10-20; 28:14-22; 35:1-10; 41:21-42:4; 46; 48:1-11; Jer 4:1-9; Joel 1:1-12; Amos 
2:6-16; 5:16-27; Pss 7; 17; 19; 22:2-19; 31:2-17; 35:11-28; 42; 51; 59; 77; Prov 4:1-19; 6:1-19; 6:20-35; 
8:1-21; Job 4, 8; 11; 28:12-28; Cant 1:2-14. 


